Southwest Seminar in Early Modern Philosophy  
University of California, Riverside  
27 February 2016

The location of events will be posted on the Seminar web site by early February 2016.

9-9:30am  Continental Breakfast

9:30-10:30am  “Self-Creation in Descartes”  
Andreea Mihali, Wilfrid Laurier University

10:40-11:55am “Philosophy and Science in Leibniz”  
Maria Rosa Antognazza, King’s College London

12-1:15pm  Lunch

1:15-2:15pm  “Necessitarianism in Leibniz’s Theodicy”  
Chloe Armstrong, Lawrence University

2:25-3:25pm  “Shared Parts and Political Authority: Groups as Individuals in Spinoza”  
Christopher Fruge, University of Houston

3:30-4pm  Coffee Break

4-5pm  “Flourishing without the Good: Hobbes on Eudaimonism”  
Ericka Tucker, Marquette University

5:10-6:10pm  “Hume’s Analogy of True Judgments in Colors and Morals”  
Jason Fisette, University of Nevada - Reno

7-9pm  Conference Dinner: Location TBA

For further information, including paper abstracts, please visit the Seminar web site:  
http://www.unm.edu/~mdomski/swseminar16.html